
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONTECHNOLOGY

Candidates'Performance 

Paper lA 

This section consisted of 40 multiple砸choice questions. Candidates'performance was generally satisfactory with

an average of26 questions answered correctly. Comparatively, they performed better in'Social Implications'but

worse in'Information Processing'and'Basic Programming Concepts.'Post-examination item analysis revealed

the following: 

l 暈 In Question 1, less than half of the candidates demonstrated basic knowledge of cell format in

spreadsheet and its application. 

Q.l In a spreadsheet, 5-digit membership numbers for a sports club, 00001, 00002, …，99999,

are entered in some cells. Which of the following cell form訌s should be used?

A
B
c
D
 

＊

2. 

Q.2

* A.
B.
C.
D.

Q.8 

General format 
Number format 
Text format 
Scientific notation fonnat 

(9%) 
(51%) 
(37%) 

(3%) 

Candidates demonstrated a basic unde「standing of data representation in computers. In Question 2,

about half of them thought that'5'in a string was treated as a value in computer storage. In Question

8, only 39% of the candi年es demonstrated the basic knowledge of two's complement representation

although it is a popular topic in the examination. 

In a device, 8 bits and 16 bits are used to store a character and an integer respectively. How

many bytes are required to store the string'HKDSE5'? 

6 bytes 
7 bytes 
48 bytes 
56 bytes 

(18%) 
(48%) 
(13%) 
(21%) 

11111111 is an 8-bit number using two's complement representation. What is its decimal

value? 

3. In Question 12, the majority of the candidates understood the use of'set columns' and'insert a table'.
Only about a third of the candidates were familiar with'tab stops'.

Q.12 Peter uses a word processor to produce the rundown of a music performance, as shown below:

Which of the following can help Peter produce the rundown? 

A. 
B. 
C. 

* D.

Name 
Yvonne 
Alan 
Nelson 
Sammy 

Instrument 
Piano 
Violin 
Flute 
Oboe 

Time 
2:00pm 
2:20pm 
2:40pm 
3:00pm 

、 ,＇·
�
、,'
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Q
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Set tab stops. 
Set columns. 
Insert a table. 

(I) and (2) only
(1) and (3) only
(2) and (3) only
(1), (2) and (3)

(5%) 
(11%) 
(50%) 
(34%) 

4
 

In Question 31, just below half of the candidates were able to apply basic analytical skills to trace the 
algorithm while the others overlooked the last output statement and its output value'15'. 

Q.31 What is the output of the following algorithm? 

s f- 。

For J from 1 to 5 
Output J 
St-S+ J 

Output S 

A. 
* B.

C. 
D. 

12345 
1234515 
5432115 
5432121 

(44%) 
(47%) 

(6%) 
(3%) 
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(39%) 
(10%) 
(27%) 
(24%) 
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Paper 1B 

1. 

2. 

This paper assessed candidates'understanding of'Information Processing'.,'Computer System

Fundamentals', 'Internet and its Applications','Basic Programming Concepts' and 'Social

Implications', and the application ofICT knowledge in real life. 

Candidates'performance was generally satisfactory. 

Question Performance in General 
Number 

I (a) Fair. Weaker candidates answered'save storage','easy to share/search', or'photos

become clearer'. They were not aware of the need to compare the issues focusing on

the differences between handling the ordinary photos and the digitised photos. For

instance, digitising itself did not make any change to the original photos regarding

storage saving. 

(b) Good濤

(c) Good.

(d) Fair. Weaker candidates stated that grouping the photos into files is for easy searching.

They were not aware that giving an appropriate filename誌vitally important to

facilitate searching in the computer system. The computer system needed'data'(i.e.

filename) to process.

(e) Good.

2 (a) Satisfactory.

(b) Satisfactory. Weaker candidates did not demonstrate an understan血g of the functions

ofDNS and wrongly wrote'accessing a web site'as the answer.

(c) Satisfactory. Some candidates gave some vague answers such as'Charles would have

loss in his bank account'.'A loss of money'was not an answer because Charles had

not provided any account information. Candidates should specify what would have

happened after the click.

(d) Poor. Many candidates were successful in tracing the value of FOUND. However, they

were not able to analyse the two algorithms and point out the benefit of using an array

to store the strings in the algorithm. Weaker candidates scored no mark by just

describing what was happening in ALG2 without 皿y comparison with ALG 1.

Question 
Perfonnance in General Number 

3 (a) Fair. Some candidates wrongly stated that Solution Q could allow staff to use the 
software anywhere and anytime, w正ch is unrelated to the requirements specified in 
the question. Some others focused on the exchange of data among staff which is not 
the benefit, because the arrangement is depending on the configuration of related 
software irrespective to whether the software is a standalone one or a cloud service. 

(b) Fair. Only a small number of the candidates were able to clearly explain both the 
functions of memory cache and bus system. Some other candidates seemed not to 
know the differences between memory cache, ROM, RAM and secondary storage and 
they mixed up the functions of different kinds of memory. 

(c) Satisfactory. Some candid晦s tried to address some health issues and focus on stating
the arrangement of chair, desk, and monitor without any connection to the accounting
system.

(d) Satisfactory.

4 (a) Good. Candidates should avoid面ting vague answers in (i) such as'product
information'. Although costing is a feasible answer in (iv), it is difficult for candidates
to pl'画de ad呾iled analysis of the fixed cost and operating cost of different printers
with a number of assumptions to be made.

(b) Fair. About a third of the candidates were able to demonstrate sound knowledge of the
use of chart to illustrate the result in a spreadsheet file.

(c) Poor. Candidates were not able to state clearly the result of the pivot table. They
wrongly treated the result as a graph.

5 (a) Fair. In (i), only a quarter of the candidates a皿wered correctly. The other candidates
gave SSD, USB函ve, etc. as the required memory storage and tried to describe the
data transfer rate and 」ustify their answer. In (ii), only a very small number of the
candidates demonstrated sound knowledge of Bluetooth. Candidates usually gave
vague answers such 邸 'faster speed'and' connection at different places'without
further elaboration.

(b) Satisfactory.

(c) Fair. Candidates should not only write partial content of PDATE, for example, either
date or time, where no scores would be given.
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Paper2A Paper2B 

I.

2

This paper assessed candidates' understanding of'Basic Concepts of Databases','Relational
databases', 'Basic Concepts of Database Design Methodology' and 'Database Applications,
Development and Society'. and the application ofICT knowledge in real life.

Candidates'performance was generally satisfactory.

Q嗚stion Performance in General 
Number 

I (a) Good.

(b) Fair. Weaker candidates 區ed the wrong date form.at or omitted the quotation marks
without reading the example of the date specification carefully.

(c) Fair. Candidates were not伽miliar with the use of nested SQL or LEFT JOIN.

(d) Poor. Candidates did not demonstrate an understanding of the concept of correlated 
query. 

(e) Poor. Candidates did not understand the question and gave irrelevant answers. 

(t) Good. Candidates were able to modify the table for the new requirement.

2 (a) F洫. Only a small number of the candidates used INTERSECT to answer the question.

(b) Fair. Weaker candidates omitted PID in the SELECT clause and 」ust included the
minimum and maximum. They did not 瞬 the view given in (i) to answer the
question.

(c) Very poor. Only a very small number of the candidates were able to compare different
design approaches.

(d} Very poor.

(e) Very good.

3 (a) F洫; Only a small number of the candidates were able to know more than one
disadvantage of derived attribute.

(b) Fair. Weaker candidates demonstrated limited knowledge of functional dependency
and were not able to express them e叩licitly in writing.

(c) Satisfactory. Weaker candidates were not able to express the potential problems in
ORDER FOOD even though they demonstrated some idea of the answer.

(d) Satisfactory. The majority of the candidates identified the primary key and foreign key
but did not justify the normal form correctly. Some of them considered ONO as the only

primary key.

(e) Satisfactory. Many candidates used text boxes for data input without taking the
advantage of different input options, such as pull-down menu, check boxes and radio
buttons.

4 (a) Good.

(b) Very good.

(c) Good.

(d) Very good. Candidates demonstrated good knowledge of ER diagram.

(e) Fair. Weaker candidates demonstrated some difficulty in explaining the reason for
their selected data fields for indexing. Their description of how data mining could be
used mainly referred to frequency, minimum and maximum, demonstrating an
insufficient understanding of the叩plications of data mining.

l 

2. 

呾s paper assessed candidates'understanding of'Data Communications and Networking Basic', 
, Network Design and Implementation'and'Network Management and Security', and the app

l
ication

ofICT knowledge in real life. 

Candidat臨'performance was generally satisfactory. 

Question 
Performance in General Number 

1 (a) Satisfactory. About half of the candidates were able to identify the characteristics of 
the common wireless network standards. 

(b) Poor. Only a small number of the candidates were aware of the concept of roaming.

(c) Satisfactory. Weaker candidates were not aware that the data transmission time for
Network 1 is shorter because no encryption/decryption is needed.

(d} Fair. Weaker candidates were not aware that although CSM凶CD uses collision
detection, but collisions cannot be detected in wireless environment and hence
CSMA/CD is not suitable for wireless networks.

Only a small number of the candidates were able to specify that a random period of
wai血g time will be required for resending data in Network 2.

(e) Fair.

2 (a) Fait暠

(b) Satisfactory. Stronger candidates clearly illustrated the use of backup and the recovery
process in the di臨式er plan for the database server.

(c) S函sfactory.

(d) Satisfactory. More candidates correctly answered the disadvarrtag邙 compared with the
advantages regarding oniine storage.

3 (a) Satisfactory. A high proportion of the candidates demonstrated an adequate
understanding of the setting of the IP addresses.

(b) Poor. Only a very small number of the candidates realised the units for data transfer
rate: 1 Gbps = l ,OOOMbps.

(c) Good In (ii), a very high proportion of the candidates correctly identified the network
setting of the mobile devices that are connected to the same network.

(d) Fair. Weaker candidates demonstrated some difficulty in giving clear description of
the ethical practices and user guidelines.

4 (a) Fair. About half of the candidates demonstrated basic understanding of the use of
different subnets.

(b) Very poor. A small number of the candidates gave a suitable subnet mask and only
some of them were able to describe how to configure出e gateway for血ro血lt'.
Candidates should have more practice on configuring network devices.

(c) Satisfactory.

(d) Satisfactory. Stronger candidates堊ve a concise and organised description to illustrate
the operation of the PING utility and the issue of Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
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Paper2C 

I. This paper assessed candidates' understanding of 'Multimedia Production' and 'Web Site
Development', and the application of ICT knowledge in real life.

2. Candidates'performance was generally fair.

Question Performance in General Number · 
1 (a) Satisfactory. Candidates were able to write down the pros and cons of the use of the 

latest version of HTML. Weaker candidates did not realise that plug-in may still be 
required by the latest version of HTML. They wrongly considered that some hardware 
or operating systems may not support the latest version of HTML. 

(b) Satisfactory. The majority of the candidates were able to give a valid reason to support
the use of MP4. However, some candidates did not realise that it is not easy to edit a 
MP4 video file. About half of the candidates were able to give two commonly used 
video formats in web pages. 

(c) Fair. About half of the candidates realised that the font type is not installed in the
computer. Weaker candidates just answere d that it was due to the different browsers
installed. They did not explain well why it would affect the display of the text in a
different font. Only a small number o f the candidates were able to give two ways to
enable all users to view the text in the special font, especially the use of graphic to
represent the text.

(d) Satisfactory. A high proporti·on o f the candidates were able to estimate correctly the
file size of an uncompressed 20薫second video. However, weaker candidates gave their
answers not in the unit of MB as required. They 」ust explained the different
specifications between the three video settings without clearly describing how it will
affect users to view the video. Moreover, their answers included some generic terms
such as'clearer','better'and'smooth'without further elaboration.

About half of the candidates demonstrated an understanding of streaming technology.

2 (a) Satisfactory. Candidates were familiar with the difference between the use of
server蛔side and client郅side scripts. However, the majority of the candidates wrongly
explained why a client蛔side script instead of a server-side script is used in the system
to implement the auto-fill function.

(b) Poor. Only a very small number of the candidates were able to give a reason to
support the use of the three text boxes. Weaker c皿didates mixed up'data verification'
with'data validation'.

(c) Poor. Candidates demonstrated the basic know ledge of the web design features like
check box, range search and radio button. The minority were able to explain well how
these features can help users to input data. However, only a very small number of the
candidates gave a concise description for'check box'in (i).

(d) Very good. Candidates were very famil函with the distinctive features available in an
online map. They seemed to frequently use online maps in their daily life.

Question 
Perfonnance in General Number 

3 (a) Poor. Only a very small number of the candidates mentioned the issues of aspect這io
and inputting data for a small screen on mobile devices. Stronger candidates were ableto describe clearly what should be considered in terms of web design skills andfeatures.

(b) Poor. Candidates wrote some generic terms without giving answers in web designcontext. 
(c) Satisfactory. Candidates were familiar with the concept of quiz and game in the webpage design. Weaker candidates were not aware that they were asked to design thelayout of a game for two-player on a mobile device. They were not able to describeclearly how to make use of their design to play the game. It was found that somedesigns of the online quiz were not feasible when the number of questions exceeds acertain amount.
(d) Satisfactory. About half of the candidates suggested a good use of the location servicefor mobile devices. Weaker candidates were not aware the req洫ement of questionthat the service was provided for the company but not for the users or other agents.

4 (a) Good. The區st candidates were aware that PNG is non-patent祉Weaker candidateswrongly answered that the compression ratio of PNG is greater than that of JPG
(b) Fair. Weaker candidates mixed up the file formats of GIF and animated GIF. 
(c) Very good. Alm。st all candidates were familiar with the est血ation of the file size ofan uncompressed audio file. Weaker candidates were not aware that the answer shouldbe expressed in MB滇

(d) Poor. The majority of the candidates realised the situations of wrong hyperlink and filemissing in web page browsing. Only a small number of the candidates were able to listout the usage of the content of the metadata in the web page.
(e) Poor. Ca11didates were in general very weak in describing an algorithm with thescripts, Only a small number of the candidates were able to use words precisely like'switch alternatively'or'toggle'to describe the change between the images after theclick action. They usually based on Ja

1b
v
e
a
r 
S
o
c
f
ript 必to write the scripts and manipulate the

variable N, which stores the total number in the channel.
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General comments and recommendations 

l The popularity of the Elective Part is shown below.

Option Popularity(%) 
A. Databases 12 

B. Data Communications and Netwo「king 3 

C. Multimedia Production and Web Site Development 66 

D. Software Development 19 

2. 

3. 

Candidates demonstrated a basic understanding of the applications of information and communication 
technology in the daily life. They should participate in more learning activities so as to區ve a wider 
exposure to different aspects of the ICT and its applications in the society. 

Occasionally candidates made spelling mistakes or wrote incorrect words when writing keywor迤
For example, 

Incorrect 

Datb邸e
USB finger 

紐Unique 
Database 
USB flash memo 

4. Occasionally candidates gave flimsy answers, such as'larger','faster'and'better', without any
reference to the functions or characteristics of computer systems and services. They were not able to
apply relevant technical terms to various ICT concepts.
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